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Pre-ceramic polymer-assisted nucleation and
growth of copper sulfide nanoplates
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Matthew B. Dickerson3, Timothy L. Pruyn3 & Vicky Doan-Nguyen 1✉

Polymer-derived ceramics derived from pre-ceramic polymers (PCPs), have access to several

form factors and are highly tunable systems. Tunability can be further expanded with the

incorporation of functional nanoparticle fillers throughout the matrix for advanced nano-

composite polymer-derived ceramic development. However, capping ligands used in nano-

particle syntheses mix unfavorably with PCPs, giving aggregated filler material and

diminished properties. To control dispersion, secondary nanoparticle processing is performed

by adhering PCP-miscible caps to the surface after synthesis. This often sacrifices size control

established for small nanoparticles (<10 nm). Herein, we successfully eliminate the need for

extra nanoparticle processing through the development of a one-pot, copper sulfide synthesis

in which a PCP assists the stable formation of nanoparticles and serves as the final graft

molecule. We monitor the success of this methodology and the PCP’s role in the reaction

through several characterization methods probing both the nanoparticle core and polymer

graft.
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Polymer-derived ceramics (PDC) are a subset of ceramics
that have been investigated in the past few decades because
of their processability and increased tailorability with the

inclusion of functional nanoparticle fillers1–10. Access to cano-
nical polymer processing methodologies provides the industrial
advantage, enabling further streamlined manufacturing cap-
abilities such as fiber spinning, blowing, injection molding, warm
pressing, and 3D printing11. PDC tailorability starts with their
derivation from pre-ceramic polymers (PCP), which gives option
to tune backbone and sidechain groups beyond functional start-
ing chains12. Tailorability is taken even further with inclusion of
nanoparticle filler, which improves PDC structural integrity
through densification1,5 but also provides a pathway for PDCs
embedded with functional nanoparticle properties2,13–17.

Optimizing filler structural support and property percolation
requires control of dispersion of nanoparticles within PCPs. This
is challenging18 and is made more difficult by the poor miscibility
between conventional nanoparticle capping ligands and PCP
materials. Modifying nanoparticle surfaces with polymer-grafts
promotes enhanced dispersion into similar polymer
matrices18–20. Though promising for better nanofiller dispersion
into PCP matrices, only a few studies have applied this grafting
technique to advanced PDC development21,22. Ligand exchange
and graft methodologies in the grafted nanoparticle field have
been well-developed for polymers. However, size control is
sacrificed, especially for reactive or small (<10 nm) particles19.
We address the gap for developing a one-step, size-controlled
synthesis and graft methodology for PCP-dispersible nanoparticle
filler material for eventual processing into advanced nano-
composite PDCs.

Nanostructure synthetic strategies are well-developed for tight
size and morphological control through bottom-up thermolysis to
harness LaMer nucleation and growth kinetics23,24. In the pre-
sence of a metal salt, these methods use a reducing agent to aid in
monomer saturation prior to nucleation, and a capping ligand to
provide surface protection or tune growth kinetics25. Common
capping ligands are long, hydrocarbon chains with active end
groups such as amines26,27, carboxylic acid27,28, thiols29–31, or
diols32,33 that adhere to the hydrophilic surface of the nano-
particle via chemi- or physisorption. They have been extended to
include polymers, such as polyvinylpyrrolidone which has three
possible functional groups for capping34–36. Despite the diversity
of molecules explored, absent in both nanoparticle and grafted
nanoparticle literature are the use of PCPs equipped with func-
tional end groups for nanoparticle capping during synthesis.

A candidate for the PCP in such a synthesis is poly
(pyridylmercaptopropyl)methylsiloxane (PyMPS), a polysiloxane
with thioether sidechains containing a pyridine moiety22. This
pyridine moiety was designed as a capping site during

nanoparticle synthesis, similar to what has been reported for
polyvinylpyrrolidone. The linker thioether on the PyMPS side-
chain was also designed to be a reactant with transition metals for
chalcogenide production. This approach leveraging both nitrogen
and sulfur atoms within the polymer is expected to form PDC
nanocomposites containing transition metal chalcogenides with a
variety of interesting properties and applications37–40. We
explored the synergistic chemistry of this PCP herein.

This study reports a one-pot reaction scheme that eliminates
the need for a two-step graft reaction to form a PCP-dispersible,
grafted nanoparticle in a pre-ceramic polymer-assisted nucleation
and growth (PPANG) method. Here, we produce copper(I) sul-
fide (Cu2S) by using PyMPS not only as a capping ligand, but also
as a reactant, reducing agent, and possible shape-directing agent
during thermolysis. Particles synthesized herein demonstrate size
control and show potential to be easily dispersed in similar PCP
matrices prior to PDC processing.

Results and discussion
Core nanoparticle characterization. PPANG-formed nano-
particles were produced following a bottom-up, conventional
thermolysis methodology where all or most of the traditional
capping ligand was replaced with a PCP, PyMPS (Fig. 1).
Reported herein are the results of an intensive look into PPANG
as a viable methodology in the case of Cu2S and PyMPS
chemistries.

Upon substituting oleylamine with PyMPS, a P21/c (ICSD CIF
#100333) Cu2S core is formed as confirmed by synchrotron X-ray
diffraction (XRD) (Fig. 2a). The formation of a sulfide species
upon replacing oleylamine with PyMPS confirms PyMPS as a
sulfur-donating reactant despite sulfur’s nonterminal location in
the sidechain.

Average nanoparticle size is calculated via Rietveld refinement.
The nanoplate size range was 3.4–9.7 nm depending on ligand
loading (Fig. 2a). Average lateral plate dimension decreases with
decreasing oleylamine concentration. The size range achieved
with PPANG of Cu2S nanoparticles is smaller than the estimates
for oleylamine-formed copper nanoparticles (8–16 nm) from
which our PPANG methodology is based (Supplementary Fig. 1).

We apply pair distribution function (PDF) analysis to
characterize the local structure of the Cu2S nanoparticles and
their capping ligands. PDF analysis considers both Bragg
scattering from nanocrystalline Cu2S and diffuse scattering from
the polymers with only short-range order. This reciprocal-space
total scattering pattern is Fourier transformed to a real-space pair
distribution function, G(r), representing a histogram of intera-
tomic distances in the sample. Figure 2b shows the <5 Å range of
the PDF for the as-received liquid capping ligands and three Cu2S
samples synthesized with varying PyMPS:oleylamine ratios. Peaks

Fig. 1 PPANG vs conventional thermolysis approaches. Preceramic polymer assisted nucleation and growth (PPANG) uses poly(pyridylmercaptopropyl)
methylsiloxane (PyMPS) to produce distinctive nanostructures not accessible via conventional thermolysis.
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with r < 2.3 Å (Cu–S bond) are attributed to the capping ligands.
Bulk oleylamine shows a single intense peak at 1.52 Å from sp3

C–C chains41. Si–O and Si–C bonds in PyMPS backbone
correspond to peaks at ~1.5 Å and ~1.8 Å42. The sidechains
contribute additional intensity to the 1.8 Å peak with C–S bonds
(1.83 Å) and asymmetry in the 1.5 Å peak from C–C bonds in the
thiol chain (1.52 Å) and the pyridine group (1.38 Å). All Cu2S
samples show a pair of peaks resembling PyMPS, indicating
PyMPS’s function as the primary capping ligand even at high
concentrations of oleylamine. However, compared to bulk
PyMPS, the relative intensities of the 1.5 and 1.8 Å peaks are
reversed in the Cu2S samples. At 1:16 and 1:8 PyMPS to
oleylamine ratios, this may be explained by a combination of
oleylamine and PyMPS capping ligands, but this feature is
also observed without any oleylamine (1:0). This suggests
the composition of the coordinating ligands differs from pristine
PyMPS, which is to be expected if the bridging thiol from
the sidechain is incorporated in the nanoparticle core. This
sample also has a 1.4 Å shoulder present in bulk PyMPS PDF,
which suggests pyridine groups are present in the absence of
oleylamine. However, Cu-N bond lengths in metal-organic
complexes are typically 2.0–2.1 Å, which is distinctly a minimum
in the PDF41. Thus, pyridine coordination at the nanoparticle
surface is likely less significant than coordination through Cu–S
(2.2–2.3 Å) interactions.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images reveal
PPANG-formed small particles of low contrast exhibiting a
rectangular plate-like morphology for PPANG-formed nanopar-
ticles with anisotropy higher than expected for the monoclinic
Cu2S crystal lattice (Fig. 2c). This polymer-induced, forced
anisotropy in the PPANG-formed Cu2S nanoplates is different
behavior than what is occurring in the spherical, oleylamine-
formed copper nanoparticles (Supplementary Fig. 1b). With
oleylamine, strong and equal binding to all facets maintains the
expected isotropic growth of the cubic, copper lattice. PyMPS
must be binding by a different mechanism to provide
preferential growth in certain facets for Cu2S. Finally, the
rectangular plate shape is a distinctive Cu2S nanostructure, as
the majority of reported syntheses form nanorods43 or nanodisks
that are either circular44, elongated45, or hexagonal33. In
addition to sulfur donation, PyMPS must also direct shape to
form a morphology of higher anisotropy than expected for the
characterized lattice.

PyMPS characterization. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy confirms that the PyMPS ligand remains bound to
nanoparticle cores at every ligand ratio (Fig. 3, Supplementary
Fig. 2). This is based on PyMPS characteristic vibrational modes
which are present in the neat polymer and all nanoparticle
spectra: 1300–1600 cm−1 (C–N), 1250 cm−1 (Si–CH3),
1020 cm−1 (Si–O–Si), 950 cm−1 (Si–CH), and 820 cm−1 (Si–C),
which are each retained in the nanostructured Cu2S samples.

Unbound pyridine is present in all products and corresponds
to strong peaks at 1600 cm−1 and 1415 cm−1 (red arrows,
Fig. 3b)22. Coordinated pyridine FTIR signatures for PyMPS:o-
leylamine 3:16 molar equivalents (highest PyMPS loading) appear
as small shoulders blue-shifted from the uncoordinated peaks at
1640 and 1455 cm−1 (blue dashed arrows, Fig. 3b). In contrast,
the coordinated pyridine FTIR signature is undetectable at lower
PyMPS concentrations (Supplementary Fig. 2b). Thus, coordi-
nated pyridine from PyMPS is a capping ligand concomitant with
oleylamine; however, it is not the main capping ligand.

A strong peak at 727 cm−1 (Fig. 3c) and a pronounced peak
shoulder from the Si–O–Si vibration at 1020 cm−1 are present in
all nanoparticle FTIR spectra, but not the neat ligand spectra. The
727 cm−1 vibration is not attributable to oleylamine since the
characteristic frequency remains in the nanoparticle sample in
absence of oleylamine (1:0 PyMPS:oleylamine, Supplementary
Fig. 2c). Thus, the peak at 727 cm−1 and shoulder off of Si-O-Si at
1020 cm−1 are attributed to Cu–S vibrations for Cu2S46.

Role of PyMPS in PPANG. In-situ small-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) during nanoparticle growth (Fig. 4a–c) captures the
assistive role of PyMPS in nucleation and growth at varied ligand
ratios. Similar to conventional thermolysis, PyMPS assists in sta-
bilization of nanoparticle nucleation to the critical radius, thus
enabling growth even in the reaction devoid of oleylamine
(Fig. 4c)26. Nanoplate dimension (radius of gyration, Rg) was cal-
culated from SAXS fits in the Guinier and Porod regions
(Fig. 4d–f) and compared for each ligand ratio (Fig. 4g). Details
about fitting parameters and normalized residuals for each model
can be found in Supplementary Fig. 3. Based on the fit sizes and the
TEM of these nanoplates (Fig. 2c), this dimension is an average
radius from the largest, stabilized facet of the plates. Thickness and
plate aspect ratio are not able to be quantified with high certainty
due to low-Q data limitations.

Fig. 2 XRD and TEM of Cu2S nanoparticles. XRD (a) and Rietveld refinement (Cu2S P21/c ICSD #100333) of particles formed with three unique ligand
ratios show a decrease in fitted size with decreasing oleylamine concentration (PyMPS:oleylamine 1:y, y= 16, 8, 0). PDF over these changing ligand ratios
confirms particle-PyMPS polymer interactions at low-r (b). TEM reveals a platelike morphology for the particles formed with a 1:16 ligand ratio (c).
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With increasing PyMPS:oleylamine ratio, Rg decreases from 61
to 55 Å. The largest change in size is exhibited between ratios 1:16
and 1:8, which decreases at a rate of 0.725 Å per equivalent molar
concentration decrease in oleylamine. Between 1:8 and 1:0
PyMPS:oleylamine molar ratios, the decrease is much less
pronounced (0.02 Å per equivalent molar concentration). Because
the functionalized PyMPS sidechain is within the repeating unit,
PyMPS contributes a high concentration of functional groups to
interact with the nanoparticles for ratios less than 1:16
PyMPS:oleylamine. At 1:8 and 1:0, the amount of PyMPS
functional groups dominates. Ratios below the critical threshold
of 1:16 produces nanostructures with similar dimensions.

TEM of particles formed with all three ligand ratios reveal that
samples formed with any amount of oleylamine give a bimodal
size distribution (Supplementary Fig. 4). However, the formation
of larger particles is inhibited as the ratio of PyMPS increases.
This is due to the higher degree of steric hindrance from PyMPS.

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy of nanopar-
ticle precursors before and after mixing reveal precursor activity
in the early stages of the PPANG reaction when Cu2+ is reduced
(Supplementary Fig. 5). Trioctylphosphine (TOP) and oleylamine
exhibit minor peak shifts due to differences in solvent, thus,
indicating a lack of interaction with copper salt upon initial
mixing. Similarly, the PyMPS backbone (Si–CH3, δ ≈ 0 ppm) and

Fig. 3 FTIR of PPANG-formed Cu2S nanoparticles. Spectra were collected for nanoparticles with increasing PyMPS loading compared to neat oleylamine
and PyMPS. In each particle FTIR spectra, we see that PyMPS remains largely intact across all samples (a). A closer look at the pyridine region shows
diminishing free pyridine with increasing PyMPS, and the eventual appearance of coordinated pyridine at the highest loading of PyMPS (b). Zooming in at
about 727 cm−1 shows a Cu–S bond vibration for each sample, likely from the nanoparticle core (c).

Fig. 4 In situ SAXS during PPANG Cu2S growth. This is performed over increasing PyMPS ratio, where a SAXS scan was acquired every minute during the
final temperature hold of 200 °C (a–c). The growth of a Guinier knee (yellow arrow) at low-q indicates a nanoparticle formation. Final scans from each
experiment were background subtracted and fit (d–f) to understand the changing radius of gyration with changing ligand loadings. Overall, there is a
decreased average radius of gyration from the main scatterer population with increasing ratio of PyMPS:oleylamine (g).
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Si–CH2–CH2–CH2–S (δ ≈ 0.5 ppm −2 ppm) chain signals remain
unchanged upon mixing in the precursor mixture. Significant
shifts, however, are observed for the pyridinyl-sidechain in
PyMPS post-mixing with precursors. Disappearance of two peaks
that relate to S–CH2–CH2–py (between 2 ppm and 2.5 ppm,
Supplementary Fig. 5a) indicate that ethyl pyridine is cleaved
when the polymer is in the presence of the copper salt. This is
possibly due to oxidative insertion of Cu between bridging sulfur
and remaining sidechain (Fig. 5). Transition metal bond cleavage
and insertion onto a C–S bond has been reported for several
metals47 including copper ions48,49.

Cu2S formation is from the reducing, S-donating capabilities of
PyMPS in the PPANG reaction with ethyl pyridine as a possible
byproduct in the PyMPS reduction of Cu(II) to Cu(I) (Fig. 5).
Ethyl pyridine could either coordinate to the nanoparticle surface
through the amine or remain free in the supernatant after
nanoparticle flocculation. Such pyridine capping is corroborated
by FTIR. Although it is below the limit of detection for NMR
(Supplementary Fig. 6), liquid chromatography-mass spectro-
metry (LC-MS) confirms that ethyl pyridine (Supplementary
Table 1) is also present in the supernatant post nanoparticle
flocculation and centrifugation (Supplementary Fig. 7). This
confirms ethyl pyridine cleavage from the polymer sidechain after
Cu(II) reduction.

Proposed PyMPS graft mechanisms. Despite the Cu(II) reduc-
tion splitting the PyMPS side chain at the thiol, FTIR shows an
intact polymer on the flocculated nanoparticle material post
centrifugation, including the Si-O backbone. TEM-EDS of
aggregated nanoparticles also reveal a mass of Si–O interaction
surrounding the Cu2S particle surfaces (Fig. S8). This infers that
the backbone of PyMPS is remaining near the particle surfaces
through exhaustive cleaning steps, likely acting as a capping
ligand with a strong graft to the nanoparticle surface via
chemisorption.

While previous FTIR suggests some pyridine capping from
PyMPS, it is likely not the main capping mechanism due to the
small size of nanoparticles and the small evidence of coordinated
pyridine present in the FTIR spectrum. NMR and known
literature suggest oxidative insertion of Cu(II) to cleave the ethyl
pyridine, and LC-MS has reinforced that ethyl pyridine is left
behind in solution. This seems to conflict with the intact nature of
the polymer and its remaining association with the nanoparticles
surfaces through cleaning steps. However, in the current
methodology there is a stoichiometric excess of sulfur in the
amount of PyMPS added to the reaction to sufficiently reduce
Cu(II) to Cu(I) as it exists in Cu2S. Therefore, some branches will
not participate in Cu(II) reduction and never become cleaved.
This leads to a variety of possible capping mechanisms from the
PyMPS sidechain after Cu2S formation (Fig. 6) or direct
interaction between the backbone and surface metal sites in the
nanoplate.

The plate morphology indicates facets along the direction
perpendicular to the basal plane is sterically hindered. The
polymer could cap such facets through the sidechain via either
(pyridine) N–Cu (nanoparticle) coordination, (PyMPS sidechain)
S–S (nanoparticle) coordination, (PyMPS sidechain) S–Cu
(nanoparticle), or a combination of the three. Alternatively,
O-interaction between the PyMPS backbone and surface Cu sites
is also possible through lone pair donation and coordination,
allowing the polymer to lay along the basal plane of the
nanoplate. Faster growing facets are likely capped with lower
molecular weight species such as decomposed oligomeric PyMPS
or remaining ethyl pyridine after reduction.

Conclusion
Cu2S nanoplates have been formed from a unique PyMPS pre-
ceramic polymer-assisted nucleation and growth (PPANG) pro-
cess. First, PyMPS acts as a reducing agent by successfully
reducing Cu(II) to Cu(I) in the initial stage of the reaction
through interactions with the thioether moiety in the polymer
sidechain. Second, PyMPS dually acts as the sulfur source in the
reaction. TEM revealed the formation of highly anisotropic
nanoplates, alluding to facetted stabilization originating from
PyMPS acting as a capping ligand. SAXS and XRD have confirm
size control via varying PyMPS:oleylamine concentration with the
smallest Rg stabilized by only PyMPS. Unreacted polymer side-
chains of PyMPS are, therefore, chemisorbed to the nanoplates.
This interaction between PyMPS and nanoparticle core is also
supported in the low-r portion of the PDF. FTIR indicates pyr-
idine coordination at high PyMPS loadings. This approach
leverages multiple aspects of a polymer’s chemical structure to
create nanocomposites and opens future opportunities to use
dual-role preceramic polymers to both synthesize and shape the
resulting nanomaterial. In a one-pot approach, we have success-
fully controlled the formation of a PCP-grafted nanoparticle that
shows promise for enhanced dispersion into PCPs, for eventual
processing into advanced PDCs with functional properties.

Methods
Cu2S materials. Copper(II) acetylacetonate, benzyl ether, hexane (extra dry, 96%),
toluene (certified ACS), were each purchased from Fisher Scientific for use in the
PPANG synthesis or processing. Trioctylphosphine (97%), oleylamine (technical
grade, 70%), and 1-octadecene (technical grade, 90%) were each purchased from
Sigma Aldrich for use in the PPANG synthesis. PyMPS was synthesized following
previously reported methodology22.

Cu2S synthesis. Copper(II) acetylacetonate (0.15 mmol), oleylamine, PyMPS, and
7 mL 1-octadecene (or benzyl ether) were added to a three-neck flask, mixed, and
purged with argon via Schlenk line. PyMPS was added in a 1:0.25 Cu(acac)2:PyMPS
molar ratio and oleylamine was added in a 1:4 Cu(acac)2:oleylamine molar ratio,
giving a 1:16 molar ligand ratio of PyMPS:oleylamine. This ligand loading ratio was
varied between different experiments to include PyMPS:oleylamine ratios of 1:y
(y= 16, 8, 0) and x:16 (x= 1, 2, 3). Once the mixture was purged, 0.462 mL of
trioctylphosphine (TOP) was injected into the inert reaction and mixed. While
mixing under argon, the reaction was heated to 80 °C at ≈°C/min and held for
15 min. Following the first heated hold, the reaction mixture was taken to its final

Fig. 5 Cu2+ reduction mechanism with PyMPS. PyMPS bond cleavage occurs during Cu(II) reduction to Cu(I), as confirmed by cross-correlative
characterization.
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reaction temperature of 200 °C at ~6 °C/min. The reaction was held at this tem-
perature for 1 h before removing the heating source and allowing the flask to cool
back to room temperature, all while remaining under argon. Particles were floc-
culated using toluene and hexane (as solvent and antisolvent, respectively) and
centrifugation at 8000 RPM (7441 × g RCF) for 5 min. The supernatant was dec-
anted, and the flocculated solid was redispersed and centrifuged two more times to
clean the particle surface thoroughly. Finally, cleaned particles were dispersed in
toluene for storage.

Characterization methods. Cu2S nanoparticle cores were characterized with high
energy X-ray scattering and pair distribution functions (PDF), transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM), and in situ small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). Polymer
capping/grafting corona and linkage was characterized using Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The role of PyMPS in the PPANG synthesis was
examined using nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) and liquid
chromatography-mass spectroscopy (LC-MS) in combination of all techniques
mentioned above.

High energy X-ray scattering data for PDF was collected on samples at the
Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory beamline 11-ID-B
(λ= 0.2115 Å) under GUP-74463. Calibration and Rietveld refinements were
performed in GSAS-II50. A Ni standard was used to calibrate the sample-detector
distances for X-ray diffraction (XRD) (700 mm) and PDF (200 mm) measurements
and fit instrumental peak broadening parameters. The S(Q) measured for PDF
analysis was transformed to the reduced pair distribution function (Eq. 1)51 using
PDFgetX352,53. The scale of the background scattering of the Kapton sample
container was fixed, and Qmax and rpoly were set to values of 21.5 and 1.16 Å,
respectively, to minimize Fourier transform termination ripples. All fits were
performed to crystallographic information files gathered from the International
Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) and are referenced throughout.

G rð Þ ¼ 2
π

Z Qmax

Qmin

Q S Qð Þ � 1½ �sin Qrð ÞdQ ð1Þ

Conventional TEM images were collected using an FEI Tecnai G2-30 at 300 kV
equipped with a 4k CETA camera. STEM-EDS images were collected using an FEI
Tecnai F20 TEM at 200 kV in nanoprobe mode. STEM images were acquired with a
HAADF detector and elemental characterization was performed using large area
EDAX SDD X-ray detector. TEM and STEM-EDS samples were prepped after the
three centrifugation steps reported in the Cu2S synthesis, followed by dilution in
toluene and 5 additional minutes of centrifugation. Diluted samples were drop casted
onto lacey carbon support film TEM grids (Cu, 400 mesh, 100 micron) for imaging.

SAXS patterns were collected using a XENOCS Xeuss 3.0 instrument equipped
with a Pilatus3 300k detector. In-situ SAXS scans were taken on precursor mixtures
of various ligand loading in a Linkam heated capillary holder. Precursor-loaded
capillaries were heated following the same heating profile reported in the Cu2S
synthesis while SAXS scans were taken every minute at the final reaction
temperature of 200 °C. Integration of all scans were performed using pyFAI54 and
fitting of each final scan was performed using the Unified Fit model55,56 in Igor
IRENA57–60.

FTIR spectra were gathered using a Thermo Fisher Nicolet 6700 while in
transmission mode. Each spectrum was scanned from 700–4000 cm−1 to capture
both the full range of the polymeric signatures and particle core metal-sulfide
vibrations.

NMR, LC-MS, Lab XRD, and X-ray fitting procedures and experimental
information can be found in the Supporting Information.

Data availability
Raw XRD, PDF, TEM, FTIR, SAXS, and NMR data has been made available on Dryad
Data Repository at https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.vdncjsz0m.
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